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I. INTRODUCTION
There have been several discussions' ' of surface modes in the Kellermann rigid-ion (KRI) model of NaCl, but as yet no complete and accurate discussion has been given. Although for many purposes the results for the KRI model will be superceded by calculations based on the shell model and other improved models which are currently in progress, we feel that it is appropriate to give a complete discussion of the surface-mode spectrum for the KRI model before passing on to the shell model. The results for the KRI model yield considerable insight into the qualitative features that can be expected generally of surface and pseudosurface modes in ionic crystals.
II. RESULTS
The method for calculating the vibrational modes is discussed in detail elsewhere. Our procedure differs from that of Ref. 2 in only two respec;ts, as discussed previously. 3'6 The surface ions relax inward, rather than outward, by a small amount, and a more rapidly convergent method is used to evaluate the Coulomb lattice sums.
In Fig. 1 Fig. 2(c) Fig. 2(c) versus the layer index m for both the Na' and Cl ions. In Fig. 3, for Fig. 4 . In Fig. 5 , it is clear that S4 is indeed a surface mode at the point M.
In Fig. 5 Between M and X, S& undergoes a change of polarization, until at X it has strictly SH polarization. Another surface mode Sv appears near X and acquires the SV polarization lost by S&. Along I'X, there are two acoustical surface modes which would appear to persist into the long wavelength regime for a semi-infinite medium -S"with SH polarization, and Sz, which is polarized within the sagittal plane. Between I' and X, S, and S7 cross, as indicated in Fig. 1 . ' At long wavelengths, therefore, the lowest acoustical surface mode always has predominantly SVpolarization. This result is in agreement with our general expectations for materials having anisotropy ratio g f= 2p«/ (C» -C») I less than unity, such as NaC1. ' ' As has beenpointed outpreviously, '7 it would be interesting to see if the SH surface mode (S,) can be obtained along I'X (i.e. , the (110)direction) in the longwavelength regime for NaC1 and other material with g& 1.
In addition to the surface modes discussed above, there are a number of others which occur near the Brillouin-zone boundary in gaps between the bulk bands -i. e. , S"SS, S"SQ, S», and S». It is probably not worthwhile to discuss these modes in detail, because the gaps within the bulk bands-and thus the nature of the surface modes within these gaps -change considerably in going over from the rigid-ion model to the shell model. The important point is that a variety of such "gap modes" do in fact occur. In Fig. 7 (S, and S7) which apparently persist into the long-wavelength regime along the (110)direction. It would be interesting to see whether the SH surface wave S, (and corresponding pseudosurface waves for directions close to (110)) can be obtained in the long-wavelength regime for NaC1 and other materials which have anisotropy ratios less than unity.
